
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of data consultant.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for data consultant

Responsible for the data definition, lineage and data governance aspects of
the BU/domain end to end from data definition and related metadata to data
creation and consumption
Curate the partnership with source system owners, subject matter experts,
and other data stewards to implement the data management strategy across
their respective BU on behalf of their Data Governance Officer
Partner with the business and team members to define and deliver solutions
that leverage existing data sets and new data sets, create new metrics and
new data visualizations
Responsible for prototyping solutions, preparing test scripts, and conducting
tests and for data replication, extraction, loading, cleansing, and data
modeling for data warehouses
Ability to extract raw data files and generate simple ad-hoc reports from our
various data sources (Oracle, PostgreSQL, Access, Biofortis, NovoPath, and
SQL Server) and be able to complete basic technical tasks
Manage and/or support data gathering request which require complex
company data requirements gathering/ translation/ interpretation of
customer source systems
Proactively engage and consult with team members regarding new data
information, business rule and analytic need changes,
opportunities/enhancements to improve the effectiveness of our existing
customer data capture
Define the data quality rules associated with all critical data elements (CDEs)
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Collaborates with Business (process) Stakeholders and Data Governance
Officers to translate business requirements into appropriate data
requirements
Propose indicators of performance and quality metrics and establishes a
program to ensure compliance with data related policies, standards, roles and
responsibilities and adoption requirements in their respected domains

Qualifications for data consultant

Ability to translate a business problem into a data science problem and
effectively promote the proposed solution
A natural curiosity for data and the patterns hidden in it
Comfort working with relational databases and SQL, and SAS
Excellent communication and documentation skills with audiences of varying
degrees of technical expertise
Partner with software engineers in order to facilitate the deployment of the
solution into a production environment
Collaborate with business owners on the application of data science
techniques to their business needs


